Audiometry- a clinical update

The benefits:

- The NHS Health at Work Network has secured an offer from Dr Stephen Karmy to run courses giving significant advantages only available to members.
- This one day clinical update course on audiometry is held in your own training facility
- The all inclusive cost is £1000 for up to 6 delegates, £1400 up to 9 delegates, and £1800 up to 12
- Regular clinical updates are critical to assure clinical competence and help meet the challenging requirements of SEQOHS and NHSLA. Dr Karmy, who is well known in the Occupational Health community, has an unrivalled reputation for presenting excellent courses.

This special course covers:

- The particular audiometer you are using
- Your clients’ expectations of your audiometry,
- Medico-legal aspects including the UK Noise Regulations
- Audiogram shapes and diagnosis of types of deafness
- Analysing audiograms, including the HSE method

Other courses are available:

- These include Vision Testing, British Society of Audiology two-day Audiometry course, Hand Arm Vibration, and Noise Measurement with Hearing Conservation. Scientifcs also markets a full range of OH screening equipment. Just ring us!

For booking and information:  stephen.karmy@sjkscientifics.com  Tel: 023 80 767954
All costs shown are before VAT.